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Glenn Oaks Palo P1211 (ET) (AI) (PS) - Progeny on offerGlenn Oaks Palo P1211 (ET) (AI) (PS) - Progeny on offer
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Bringing the national audience 
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2nd ANNUAL SALE2nd ANNUAL SALE
1pm Wednesday 16 August 20231pm Wednesday 16 August 2023

GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH

On Property at ‘Glenalbyn’ - 243 Twelve Mile Rd, Wellington  
& online with Auctions Plus

34 BULLS 4 STUD HEIFERS
3 heifers by Glenn Oaks Palo  

(Australian Top Price Santa Bull 2020)

Welcome
Howard and Tom have much pleasure inviting 
you to our second annual sale.

We are extremely excited to be able to present 
the first sires of Glenn Oaks Palo. He has 
certainly made his presence felt and continues 
to breed along very well for us both. Palo has 
107 progeny currently on the ground, 25 PTIC 
and presently joined again.

There are 6 sires represented amongst the 34 
bulls on offer in the sale and we are delighted with 
our line-up. Bulls are presented in a fit and healthy 
working condition. They have been motility and 
morphology tested and come with our guarantee.

We have 4 quality heifers on offer which are 
ready to join to your bull of choice.

2023 sees a different seasonal and market 
outlook to the previous few years but if you want 
quality stock to keep your herd going forward, 
I’m sure there is a sire here for you.

We would like to welcome you to Glenalbyn on 
16 August 2023. Our gates are always open and 
feel free to call in anytime or contact us with any 
questions.

Join us
You are welcome to join us the night before for dinner at 6pm at The Grand Hotel, 111 Lee Street, 
Wellington. Accommodation is also available. Phone 02 6845 1303.
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Sale Information
Inspection
Cattle will be penned for inspection 
from 9am on sale day. Inspections are 
welcome anytime. Bulls will be all on site 
on Tuesday. Please phone the vendors.

Animal Health
All cattle are given 7 in 1 and Vibrio 
vaccinations and given Multimin. 
They have a JBAS score of 6.

Supplementary sheets
Supplementary sheets will include the 
following on all bulls: weight, DWG, rib fat, 
rump fat, EMA, IMF and scrotal sizes.

Testing
All bulls have been semen and 
morphology tested.

Intending Buyers
The sale will be conducted using the bid 
card system. Intending buyers are asked to 
register prior to the start of the sale. The 
sale will be interfaced with Auctions Plus.

Insurance
Insurance is recommended on 
the fall of the hammer.

Outside Agent Rebate
A 2% rebate is available to outside agents  
who introduce buyers by emailing  
kate.howard17@bigpond.com at least  
24 hours prior to the sale. 

Sale Day Safety
All our cattle have good temperaments under 
normal conditions, however on sale day 
with unusual conditions cattle can become 
unpredictable. All persons who enter our 
property do so at their own risk and no 
responsibility will be accepted by us.

No children are to enter the yards 
under any circumstances.

Accommodation
Refer to The Grand Hotel ad on opposite 
page for your accommodation needs.

Catering
Catered lunch and refreshments 
will be provided on sale day.

243 Twelve Mile Road

100 km
To Orange

118km
To Parkes

50 km

91 km

88 km

Wellington

Dubbo

Dunedoo

Mudgee

How to Find us
Address for Google Maps:  
243 Twelve Mile Road, Wuuluman, NSW

From the northern side of Wellington at the car 
wash, turn East towards Mudgee. Go 3 km and 
then as the road goes around a left sweeping 
bend (solar farm), go straight ahead along the 
Twelve Mile Road. We are 2 ½ km on the left.
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Grand Hotel Wellington 
 

 

Great value hotel/pub style accommodation with 18 well-
appointed rooms: two well-appointed en-suite rooms and sixteen 
king single rooms with shared bathroom facilities complemented 
by a social common room. Our well-maintained rooms were fully 
renovated in 2020. Room features include reverse cycle air-
conditioning, smart televisions, private entrance from the pub, 
secured carparking and complimentary WiFi.  
 
Our on-site restaurant is open daily for lunch and dinner with a 
competitively priced menu that has something to satisfy all taste 
buds! 
 
Each dollar you spend with Ben and Kell indirectly goes to 25 
local staff members and their families in Wellington. 

Ben and Kellee O’Brien also support over 20 local businesses 
and their employees. 

Our town needs your money and support to stay local. 

The Grand Hotel making your dollar go further.  

For bookings phone 02 68451303. 
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Munnabah Stud
Tom and Anna Dunlop purchased Munnabah 
Santa Gertrudis stud, comprising of 90 
registered and 150 commercial cows, in 2009 
from its founders Harry and Jill Powell.

Commencing in 1980 Munnabah Santa 
Gertrudis was underway with the purchase 
of 100 Santa cows that were run on a second 
property “Caramana”, Grafton.

The progeny of these cows, by a registered 
Bull, were sent to “Munna”, Coolah to 
be fattened where the weight gain and 
marketability were so impressive that Harry 
and Jill registered Munnabah stud in 1987 with 
their first stud sire being Capricorn Ability.

Going forward with this strong genetic 
makeup of well-muscled and high weight 
gain cattle, that will perform in a variety of 
stud, commercial and cross breeding client’s 
herds, and operations as well as markets, has 
continued with significant sire purchases over 
the years. These are from numerous studs 
including Yarrawonga, Glenn Oaks, Dunlop, 
Wave Hill, Cardona, Doorabeeba and Jamar.

Tom and Anna are continuing to place 
enormous emphasis and improvement in 
the areas of weight gain, Muscle structure, 
fertility, temperament, neat sheath, and polled 
genes. Incorporating the technology of future 
breeding in the beef industry Munnabah is now 
using DNA in our operation across the entire 
herd both dam and sire.  n

LP

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

Munnabah

Our History

Glenalbyn Stud
Glenalbyn stud (no. 466) was established 
at Bourke NSW more than 50 years ago 
when classified Santa Gertrudis bulls were 
introduced to our stud Poll Hereford cows in 
the mid 1960’s. This resulted in Mick, Poppy 
and Howard Courts registering their stud, 
Glenalbyn, in 1969. Stud cows were then 
purchased from Yarrawonga and sires from 
Pampoola, King Ranch and Spring Creek.

In the 1980’s sires were purchased from Swan 
Hill, Robenlea, Rosevale, Watasanta, the final King 
Ranch sale and Yarrawonga with the purchase of 
Viscount by the great Elgin Downs A25 in 1986 
and Woody in 1987. In the late 80’s more females 
were purchased from Yarrawonga.

In 2014, Glenalbyn Stud relocated to 
Wellington, NSW. Cattle numbers needed to 
be reduced which allowed us to select only 
our best 65 females. Since being in Wellington, 
we have purchased sires from Glenn Oaks, 
Warenda, Denngal and Munnabah. 

With a smaller property, Howard is around 
the cattle every day enabling him to focus on 
temperament, fertility, structure and muscle.

We believe that our genetics produce cattle 
that can adapt to all conditions and reproduce 
every year. The cattle produced are sound and 
easy doing that can manage tough conditions. 

Bulls have been sold as far west as Alice Springs 
and north to Charters Towers down to central 
west NSW. Recent visits to some far western 
NSW clients saw many positive comments which 
we highly value as feedback means everything. n
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DIY Artificial Insemination 
of Livestock

Our courses are held on farms throughout Qld, NSW and Victoria. 
The course includes three (3) days of theory and practical training 
with assessment activities. 
Successful completion results in a Nationally Accredited Statement 
of Attainment for AHCAIS304 Artificially Inseminate Livestock. 
The course is interactive and hands-on with practical instruction 
on the insemination process. 
Practice on live cows and receive immediate feedback from our 
experienced instructor - Paul Kenny. 

Paul has over 33 years of 
experience in the cattle artificial 
breeding industry. He worked 
for Herd Improvers Australia 
and Riverina Artificial Breeders 
Australia before starting his own 
business as a cattle artificial 
breeding consultant. In addition to 
AI, Paul semen tests over 6,000 
bulls per year, is an accredited 
Breedplan Muscle Scanner and 
trained Morphologist.

ENROL TODAY and take control of your 
breeding choices. Inseminate at a time that 
suits your farming practices whilst saving time 
and money!

For more information or to book into our next 
AI course in your area contact Jennifer today. 

ACCREDITED COURSE FOR FARMERS

HOST A COURSE ON YOUR FARM AND BECOME PART OF 
OUR HOST FARM INCENTIVE PROGRAM

Call – 0415 179 367 or 07 3392 7055 
Email – jennifer@oriontraining.edu.au
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Reference Sires

Doorabeeba P202(P) - MUNNABAH
Purchased in 2020, Doorabeeba P202(P) was 
chosen for his correct structure, extremely tidy 
sheath, and depth of breeding. He has been a 
proven sire with some outstanding sons in this 
year’s sale and we are sad to have lost him to 
injury in 2023.

Dunlop Tomahawk P1070 - MUNNABAH
Dunlop Tomahawk P1070 was purchased from 
the Dunlop Stud, Proston QLD, in September 
2019 for $44,000. At 23 months he weighed 
936kg, had an EMA of 138, daily weight gain of 
1.26kg and a scrotal circumference of 41cm.

Tomahawk P1070 was selected for his length 
of body, bone, breed character, having just the 
right amount of muscle, and an impeccable 
temperament.  Tomahawk has grown into a large, 
full framed bull with exceptional fertility. This is 
evident from his pregnancy test results, where his 
conception rate is consistently above 95% and 
calving condensed to a short birthing window.

His calves on the ground, who are 
predominantly polled, have impressed us with 
the first ready to be sold here in 2022.

Denngal Magic (P) - GLENALBYN
Denngal Magic was purchased in 2018. He 
was selected for his length, width, scrotal 
circumference, neatness of sheath and 
outstanding temperament. He has passed his 
placid nature onto his progeny and this is a 
drawcard to selling his young sires. Four of his 
sons sold in 2021 for an average of $13,750. 
Magic has developed into a large bull that 
carries himself very well and isn’t shy to miss 
any opportunity. His progeny are showing 
plenty of promise displaying all his great 
characteristics.  
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Reference Sires
Glenn Oaks Jetlag (P) - GLENALBYN

Glenn Oaks Jetlag was purchased at the 2014 
Santa Central Sale for $24,000. He has proven 
to be an exceptional sire. His females are very 
fertile, large framed and highly regarded in 
the stud and his sons are proving themselves 
in their own herds. His genetics are treasured 
and well-embedded within the stud with every 
female having his DNA. Not being able to use 
Jetlag anymore within the Glenalbyn stud, he 
was sold to Yarrawonga in 2020. 

This photo shows Jetlag at 8 years of age and 
still standing proud. His great muscling and 
excellent breed characteristics are displayed in 
his progeny, which are scattered from Victoria 
to Northern Queensland. 

Glenn Oaks Palo P1211 (ET) (AI) (PS) - GLENABLYN & MUNNABAH

Palo was jointly purchased in 2020 by Glenalbyn and Munnabah Studs for the then Australian record price of $126,000. 
He is valued for his length, width, faultless structure and neatness which is no surprise given his genetics. He carries 
himself very proudly and is always ready when the cows are. Palo had his very impressive first drop of calves in Spring 
2021 and will be represented by 12 sires in our 2023 sale. To date he has 107 progeny on the ground, 25 PTIC and 
presently joined again. He’s kept busy with an autumn joining and then again with a spring joining.
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Reference Sires

Yarrawonga Fireworks - MUNNABAH
Purchased for $40,000 at the 2016 Yarrawonga 
and Waco Bull Sale, Fireworks is a bull that 
impressed us with his structural correctness, 
length, bone, neat sheath and above all bullet 
proof temperament.

Fireworks has grown into a huge bull weighing 
well over 1300kg the last time we were able to 
fit him in the crush.

With a consistent above 95% pregnancy 
testing results, for his age, Fireworks has an 
outstanding hit rate and fertility. His progeny is 
impressing us as can be seen by his offering of 
bulls for sale, while his heifers are large framed 
with plenty of bone and femininity.

Wave Hill Malacite M22 (PS) - MUNNABAH
Wave Hill Malacite M22 was purchased at 
the 2018 Santa Central sale in partnership 
with Diamond H stud. Chosen for his correct 
structure, daily wight gain and EMA of 140, 
depth and his considerable length, coupled 
this with an incredible temperament. Thus, 
Malacites calves are displaying his length, 
depth and considerable weight gain at an early 
age together with impeccable temperament. 
Malacite has grown into an impressive sire and 
is having a positive impact on our stud.

Warenda Kingston (P) - GLENALBYN
Warenda Kingston (photo July 2020) was 
purchased at the 2016 Santa Central Sale. 
Selected for his poll head and very neat sheath 
with an EMA of 136 and a scrotum of 43cm. 
He is a son of the great Warenda Charlton. He 
developed into a large framed, well-muscled bull. 

Kingston has a 100% success rate of getting his 
cows, which are all by Glenn Oaks Jetlag, in calf. 
He was a very proud sire that carried himself 
well. He fulfilled his duties at Glenalbyn and was 
sold to Ryans Run Santa Gertrudis Stud in 2020.
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Go to www.auctionsplus.com.au 
to register at least 48 hours before 
the sale.

Select “Sign Up” in the top right 
hand corner.

Fill in buyer details and once 
completed go back to Dashboard.

Complete buyer induction module 
(approx. 30 minutes).

Log in on sale day and connect to 
auction.

Bid using the two-step process – 
unlock the bid button and bid at 
that price.

AuctionsPlus will email you to let 
you know that your account has 
been approved.

Go to your emails and confirm the 
account.

Return to AuctionsPlus and log in.

Select “Dashboard” and then select 
“Request Approval to Buy”.

If you are successful, the selling 
agent will contact you post sale to 
organise delivery and payment.

Fill out your name, mobile number, 
email address and create a password.

How to Register and Bid on AuctionsPlus

For more information please contact us on:
Phone: (02) 9262 4222

Email: info@auctionsplus.com.au
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Go to www.auctionsplus.com.au 
to register at least 48 hours before 
the sale.

Select “Sign Up” in the top right 
hand corner.

Fill in buyer details and once 
completed go back to Dashboard.

Complete buyer induction module 
(approx. 30 minutes).

Log in on sale day and connect to 
auction.

Bid using the two-step process – 
unlock the bid button and bid at 
that price.

AuctionsPlus will email you to let 
you know that your account has 
been approved.

Go to your emails and confirm the 
account.

Return to AuctionsPlus and log in.

Select “Dashboard” and then select 
“Request Approval to Buy”.

If you are successful, the selling 
agent will contact you post sale to 
organise delivery and payment.

Fill out your name, mobile number, 
email address and create a password.

How to Register and Bid on AuctionsPlus

For more information please contact us on:
Phone: (02) 9262 4222

Email: info@auctionsplus.com.au
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

   WARENDA SAHARA (P) 262964
  YULGILBAR DROVER D234 (AI) (P) 284872
   YULGILBAR B53 AP4.269620
DAM: MUNNABAH P2504 (P) MUN16FP2504
   WARENDA LANCE (P) 221492
  MUNNABAH 379 CR394383
   MUNNABAH 30 163714

1576 MUN21M1576 28/7/2021 24 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH QUANTUM 1576 (P)11

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

DNA
VERIFIED
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

   WATASANTA ZAG (AI) (P) 254839
  WATASANTA CLIMATE CHANGER (P) 273966
   WATASANTA 515 (P) 246395
DAM: MUNNABAH P2205 (P) MUN13FP2205
   KELLY WALLAH A88 (P) 265180
  MUNNABAH 751 CR497509
   MUNNABAH Y433 AP4.243482

1624 MUN21M1624 19/9/2021 22 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH QUINCY 1624 (P)22

DNA
VERIFIED
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

   DENNGAL HUSTLER H33 DEN12MH33
  DENNGAL MAGIC M26 (P) DEN16MM26
   GYRANDA J511 (P) GYR13FJ511
DAM: GLENALBYN QUEEN BEE Q781 GLN19FQ781
   GLENN OAKS JETLAG J164 (P) GLO13MJ164
  GLENALBYN NAVRATILOVA 671 (P) GLN17F671
   GLENALBYN 470 GLN09F470

S885 GLN21MS885 18/7/2021 24 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
GLENALBYN SCHOONER S885 (PS)33
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

   WATASANTA ZAG (AI) (P) 254839
  WATASANTA CLIMATE CHANGER (P) 273966
   WATASANTA 515 (P) 246395
DAM: MUNNABAH P2241 (P) MUN13FP2241
   
  
   

1610 MUN21M1610 16/9/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1610 (P)44

DNA
VERIFIED
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WAVE HILL XTRA (P) 240612
  WAVE HILL DRAKE 283652
   WAVE HILL V92 229648
SIRE: DUNLOP TOMAHAWK P1070 DNL18MP1070
   MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
  DUNLOP G533 DNL11FG533
   

   WARENDA REQUEST 254636
  MUNNABAH P1936 (P) 297101
   MUNNABAH 393 (P) 297100
DAM: MUNNABAH P2393 MUN15FP2393
   WATASANTA CLIMATE CHANGER (P) 273966
  MUNNABAH 795 CR517794
   MUNNABAH P1371 (P) AP4.271395

1616 MUN21M1616 11/9/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1616 (P)55

DNA
VERIFIED
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

   DUNLOP KAISER (PS) 285649
  GLENN OAKS JETLAG J164 (P) GLO13MJ164
   GLENN OAKS A89 (P) GLO05FA89
DAM: GLENALBYN QUANDONG 823 GLN19F823
   GLENN OAKS BENEDICT (ET) 266389
  GLENALBYN 574 GLN11F574
   MULTIPLE DAM 999998

S902 GLN21MS902 23/9/2021 22 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
GLENALBYN SAVIOUR S902 (P)66
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KINGSTON K14 (P) WRN14MK14
   WARENDA E69 (P) 288667
DAM: GLENALBYN QUEEN LIZZY Q793 (P) GLN19FQ793
   GLENN OAKS JETLAG J164 (P) GLO13MJ164
  GLENALBYN 601 (P) GLN15F601
   GLENALBYN 579 GLN11F579

S901 GLN21MS901 16/9/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
GLENALBYN STARGAZER S901 (P)77



www.furneysstockfeeds.com.auFurneys Stockfeeds Dubbo 
115 Erskine Street (02) 6841 3800

• Sheep & Cattle Nuts 14%
• Stud Cattle Fattener 

Finisher 13.5%
• Feedlot Pellets 16%

• Cattle Weaner Pellets 16%
• Stud Cattle Fattener 

Midterm 15%
• Blocks & Loose Lick

Feeding the country’s
cattle for over 101 years
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

   DUNLOP KAISER (PS) 285649
  GLENN OAKS JETLAG J164 (P) GLO13MJ164
   GLENN OAKS A89 (P) GLO05FA89
DAM: GLENALBYN QUEEN ELIZABETH 809 GLN19F809
   GLENN OAKS BENEDICT (ET) 266389
  GLENALBYN 493 (PS) GLN09F493
   GLENALBYN 433 279115

S899 GLN21MS899 7/9/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
GLENALBYN SYLVESTER S899 (PS)88
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

   DENNGAL HUSTLER H33 DEN12MH33
  DENNGAL MAGIC M26 (P) DEN16MM26
   GYRANDA J511 (P) GYR13FJ511
DAM: GLENALBYN QUAIL Q825 (P) GLN19FQ825
   GLENN OAKS JETLAG J164 (P) GLO13MJ164
  GLENALBYN NIRVANA 711 (PS) GLN17F711
   GLENALBYN 545 (P) GLN11F545

S886 GLN21MS886 28/7/2021 24 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
GLENALBYN SCOOBY DOO S886 (P)99



20 GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WAVE HILL XTRA (P) 240612
  WAVE HILL DRAKE 283652
   WAVE HILL V92 229648
SIRE: DUNLOP TOMAHAWK P1070 DNL18MP1070
   MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
  DUNLOP G533 DNL11FG533
   

   WARENDA REQUEST 254636
  MUNNABAH P1936 (P) 297101
   MUNNABAH 393 (P) 297100
DAM: MUNNABAH P2445 (P) MUN15FP2445
   KELLY WALLAH A88 (P) 265180
  MUNNABAH 713 CR496792
   MUNNABAH 589 271389

1604 MUN21M1604 17/10/2021 21 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1604 (PS)1010

DNA
VERIFIED



21GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WAVE HILL XTRA (P) 240612
  WAVE HILL DRAKE 283652
   WAVE HILL V92 229648
SIRE: DUNLOP TOMAHAWK P1070 DNL18MP1070
   MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
  DUNLOP G533 DNL11FG533
   

   YARRAWONGA VAUTIN (ET) (P) 277224
  YARRAWONGA J822 (P) YAR13MJ822
   YARRAWONGA Z559 (P) AP4.270760
DAM: MUNNABAH 1147 MUN15F1147
   WATASANTA CLIMATE CHANGER (P) 273966
  MUNNABAH 899 (P) MUN11F899
   MUNNABAH 613 (P) 286194

1606 MUN21M1606 30/9/2021 22 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1606 (P)1111

DNA
VERIFIED



22 GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WAVE HILL XTRA (P) 240612
  WAVE HILL DRAKE 283652
   WAVE HILL V92 229648
SIRE: DUNLOP TOMAHAWK P1070 DNL18MP1070
   MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
  DUNLOP G533 DNL11FG533
   

   COBBORA B510 (P) 271719
  COBBORA G MAN G15 (P) COB11MG15
   COBBORA D35 (P) AP4.288184
DAM: MUNNABAH 1281 (P) MUN17F1281
   WARENDA REQUEST 254636
  MUNNABAH 823 (P) 297082
   MUNNABAH 605 (P) 286193

1614 MUN21M1614 7/9/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1614 (PS)1212

DNA
VERIFIED



                                                                                

 

YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR 
 

New Bobcat Track loaders, Skid Steers, Excavators, Telehandler, Zero Turn 
Mowers, and Tractors. 

 Introducing Develon- Heavy Earthmoving Equipment.  

New Isuzu Trucks, Isuzu Power Solutions Generators and 
Diesel Engines. 

Used machinery Attachments and Spare parts. Service and Repairs on all 
makes and models with 24hour breakdown service. 

Since opening in 1989 our quality of customer service and aftersales support is 
second to none.  Our helpful team will assist you every step of the way. 

    

                                                           

19 Purvis Lane, 
Dubbo 2830 
02)6884 2023 

Shed 2/26 Colliers 
Ave, Orange 2800 
 02)6360 1851 
 



24 GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WAVE HILL XTRA (P) 240612
  WAVE HILL DRAKE 283652
   WAVE HILL V92 229648
SIRE: DUNLOP TOMAHAWK P1070 DNL18MP1070
   MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
  DUNLOP G533 DNL11FG533
   

   WARENDA SAHARA (P) 262964
  YULGILBAR DROVER D234 (AI) (P) 284872
   YULGILBAR B53 AP4.269620
DAM: MUNNABAH 1127 (P) MUN15F1127
   WARENDA REQUEST 254636
  MUNNABAH P1648 AP4.288166
   

1582 MUN21M1582 18/8/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1582 (P)1313

DNA
VERIFIED



25GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WAVE HILL XTRA (P) 240612
  WAVE HILL DRAKE 283652
   WAVE HILL V92 229648
SIRE: DUNLOP TOMAHAWK P1070 DNL18MP1070
   MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
  DUNLOP G533 DNL11FG533
   

   DUNLOP KAISER (PS) 285649
  GLENN OAKS KING PIN K122 (P) GLO14MK122
   GLENN OAKS C14 (P) GLO07FC14
DAM: MUNNABAH 1359 (PS) MUN18F1359
   WATASANTA CLIMATE CHANGER (P) 273966
  MUNNABAH P2013 MUN11FP2013
   MUNNABAH P1491 MUN05FP1491

1554 MUN21M1554 15/3/2021 29 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1554 1414

DNA
VERIFIED



26 GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WAVE HILL XTRA (P) 240612
  WAVE HILL DRAKE 283652
   WAVE HILL V92 229648
SIRE: DUNLOP TOMAHAWK P1070 DNL18MP1070
   MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
  DUNLOP G533 DNL11FG533
   

   YARRAWONGA CORVETTE H730 (P) YAR12MH730
  GOOLAGONG L140 (AI) (P) GOO15ML140
   WACO WINE 291210
DAM: MUNNABAH P2700 (P) MUN18FP2700
   
  
   

1564 MUN21M1564 26/3/2021 28 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1564 1515

DNA
VERIFIED



27GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WAVE HILL XTRA (P) 240612
  WAVE HILL DRAKE 283652
   WAVE HILL V92 229648
SIRE: DUNLOP TOMAHAWK P1070 DNL18MP1070
   MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
  DUNLOP G533 DNL11FG533
   

   WACO CEASER H310 (P) WAC12MH310
  YARRAWONGA FIREWORKS L556 YAR15ML556
   YARRAWONGA G581 YAR11FG581
DAM: MUNNABAH P2633 MUN17FP2633
   WATASANTA CLIMATE CHANGER (P) 273966
  MUNNABAH 837 CR517807
   MUNNABAH P1565 AP4.286201

1556 MUN21M1556 14/3/2021 29 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1556 1616

DNA
VERIFIED



28 GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WAVE HILL XTRA (P) 240612
  WAVE HILL DRAKE 283652
   WAVE HILL V92 229648
SIRE: DUNLOP TOMAHAWK P1070 DNL18MP1070
   MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
  DUNLOP G533 DNL11FG533
   

   
  MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
   
DAM: MUNNABAH 1361 (P) MUN18F1361
   
  MULTIPLE DAM 999998
   

P2851 MUN21MP2851 18/3/2021 28 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH P2851 1717

DNA
VERIFIED



   
          

At Ryan and Rankmore, we build long standing and close working relationships 
with our clients. We have a strong commitment to our values – integrity, 
respect, professionalism and success. With a passion for taxation and business, 
we work side by side with our clients to achieve their goals. 

The success of Ryan and Rankmore is attributed to our loyal, knowledgeable 
and fantastic staff members.  With offices in Dubbo, Wellington and Gilgandra, 
staff members live in and are a part of the local community. 
 
Ryan and Rankmore specialise in: 
• Taxation Planning & Advice for Small Business and Primary Producers 
• BAS Preparation, Lodgement, GST Compliance & STP Compliance 
• Expertise in Accounting Computer Systems, such as MYOB, Xero, Phoenix, 
QuickBooks and many more 
• Income Tax Returns & Financial Statements 
• Budgeting 
• Self-Managed Superannuation Fund Audit & Assurance 
• Audit Services for Clubs, Small Business and Semi-Government 
Organisations 
 
Taxation compliance is becoming more and more complex. The team at Ryan 
and Rankmore can help by taking those worries out of your hands, leaving you 
to focus on running your business.  
Wellington Office 
1 Swift Street 
Wellington NSW 2820 
PO Box 40 
Wellington NSW 2820 
T 02 6845 2177 

Dubbo Office 
113 Darling Street 
Dubbo NSW 2830 
PO Box 1014 
Dubbo NSW 2830 
T 02 6884 4474 

Gilgandra Office 
35 Miller Street 
Gilgandra NSW 2827 
PO Box 109 
Gilgandra NSW 2827 
T 02 6847 2177 

Chartered Accountants  Registered Company Auditors  Business Advisors 
 

W www.ryanrank.com E administrator@ryanrank.com 



30 GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

   DENNGAL HUSTLER H33 DEN12MH33
  DENNGAL MAGIC M26 (P) DEN16MM26
   GYRANDA J511 (P) GYR13FJ511
DAM: GLENALBYN QUORUM Q822 GLN19FQ822
   GLENN OAKS JETLAG J164 (P) GLO13MJ164
  GLENALBYN NUTELLA 715 GLN17F715
   GLENALBYN 543 GLN11F543

S900 GLN21MS900 14/9/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
GLENALBYN SPRINGSTEEN S900 1818



31GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

   DUNLOP KAISER (PS) 285649
  GLENN OAKS JETLAG J164 (P) GLO13MJ164
   GLENN OAKS A89 (P) GLO05FA89
DAM: GLENALBYN QUIET 833 GLN19F833
   WACO KLIM 206838
  GLENALBYN 482 AP2.286505
   MULTIPLE DAM 999998

S903 GLN21MS903 25/9/2021 22 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
GLENALBYN SEINFELD S903 1919



32 GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

   DUNLOP KAISER (PS) 285649
  GLENN OAKS JETLAG J164 (P) GLO13MJ164
   GLENN OAKS A89 (P) GLO05FA89
DAM: GLENALBYN QUEENLY 805 (P) GLN19F805
   MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
  GLENALBYN 420 AP2.258058
   

S891 GLN21MS891 12/8/2021 24 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
GLENALBYN SHAGUAR S8912020



33GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   DENNGAL TONTO T1 (P) 243310
  DENNGAL HUSTLER H33 DEN12MH33
   G.B.L. A29 (AI) (P) 252697
SIRE: DENNGAL MAGIC M26 (P) DEN16MM26
   GYRANDA F140 (PS) 287347
  GYRANDA J511 (P) GYR13FJ511
   GYRANDA C349 (P) 266684

   DUNLOP KAISER (PS) 285649
  GLENN OAKS JETLAG J164 (P) GLO13MJ164
   GLENN OAKS A89 (P) GLO05FA89
DAM: GLENALBYN NAVRATILOVA 671 (P) GLN17F671
   GLENN OAKS BENEDICT (ET) 266389
  GLENALBYN 470 GLN09F470
   GLENALBYN 374 AP2.258073

S893 GLN21MS893 18/8/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
GLENALBYN SAMBORA S893 2121



34 GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WACO CHANCELLOR H806 (PS) WAC12MH806
  WATASANTA LIKE-A-LOT 2036 (P) WAT15M2036
   WATASANTA 1271 (P) 297046
SIRE: DOORABEEBA P202 (P) DRB18MP202
   WARENDA TAMBO (P) 271164
  DOORABEEBA F61 (P) DRB10FF61
   

   
  
   
DAM: MULTIPLE
   
  
   

1596 MUN21M1596 5/9/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1596 (PS)2222

DNA
VERIFIED

SIRE



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
• Rural Merchandise 

• Water Systems  

• Bulk Fertiliser 

• Hardware 

• Agronomy Service
  

• Electrical & Whitegoods 

• Ready Mix Concrete 

• Castrol Oils  

• Stihl Dealership 

• Water Systems 

 

 
 

Ph 02 6377 1005 51 - 53 Binnia St Coolah NSW 2843 

                 admin@haynesfarm.com.au 



36 GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WACO CHANCELLOR H806 (PS) WAC12MH806
  WATASANTA LIKE-A-LOT 2036 (P) WAT15M2036
   WATASANTA 1271 (P) 297046
SIRE: DOORABEEBA P202 (P) DRB18MP202
   WARENDA TAMBO (P) 271164
  DOORABEEBA F61 (P) DRB10FF61
   

   
  
   
DAM: MULTIPLE
   
  
   

1598 MUN21M1598 26/8/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1598 (PS)2323

DNA
VERIFIED

SIRE



37GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WAVE HILL XTRA (P) 240612
  WAVE HILL DRAKE 283652
   WAVE HILL V92 229648
SIRE: DUNLOP TOMAHAWK P1070 DNL18MP1070
   MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
  DUNLOP G533 DNL11FG533
   

   WARENDA REQUEST 254636
  MUNNABAH P1936 (P) 297101
   MUNNABAH 393 (P) 297100
DAM: MUNNABAH P2392 MUN15FP2392
   WACO VIKING (P) 270448
  MUNNABAH P1709 MUN10FP1709
   MUNNABAH 651 CR474433

P2857 MUN21MP2857 1/8/2021 24 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH P2857 (PS)2424

DNA
VERIFIED



38 GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   YARRAWONGA VALID 269499
  GLENN OAKS FLEETWOOD F27 (PS) 291608
   GLENN OAKS C63 (P) 291010
SIRE: WAVE HILL MALACHITE M22 (PS) WAV16MM22
   WAVE HILL ARNIE 263395
  WAVE HILL D697 283687
   WAVE HILL X12 (P) 240647

   GLENN OAKS FLEETWOOD F27 (PS) 291608
  WAVE HILL SQUATTER K23 (P) WAV14MK23
   WAVE HILL F49 WAV10FF49
DAM: MUNNABAH 1295 (P) MUN17F1295
   KELLY WALLAH A88 (P) 265180
  MUNNABAH 711 (P) AP4.288163
   MUNNABAH P1356 (P) MUN08FP1356

1592 MUN21M1592 22/8/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1592 (P)2525

DNA
VERIFIED



39GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

   
  
   
DAM: MULTIPLE
   
  
   

1626 MUN21M1626 6/10/2021 22 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1626 (PS)2626

DNA
VERIFIED

SIRE



40 GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WACO CHANCELLOR H806 (PS) WAC12MH806
  WATASANTA LIKE-A-LOT 2036 (P) WAT15M2036
   WATASANTA 1271 (P) 297046
SIRE: DOORABEEBA P202 (P) DRB18MP202
   WARENDA TAMBO (P) 271164
  DOORABEEBA F61 (P) DRB10FF61
   

   
  
   
DAM: MULTIPLE
   
  
   

1600 MUN21M1600 1/9/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1600 (P)2727

DNA
VERIFIED

SIRE



41GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WACO SAMSON 255754
  WACO CEASER H310 (P) WAC12MH310
   WACO B285 (P) AP2.263043
SIRE: YARRAWONGA FIREWORKS L556 YAR15ML556
   WAVE HILL BRONSON (AI) 271161
  YARRAWONGA G581 YAR11FG581
   YARRAWONGA Y585 CR418463

   
  
   
DAM: MULTIPLE
   
  
   

1642 MUN21M1642 5/9/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1642 2828

DNA
VERIFIED

SIRE



42 GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WAVE HILL XTRA (P) 240612
  WAVE HILL DRAKE 283652
   WAVE HILL V92 229648
SIRE: DUNLOP TOMAHAWK P1070 DNL18MP1070
   MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
  DUNLOP G533 DNL11FG533
   

   YARRAWONGA VAUTIN (ET) (P) 277224
  YARRAWONGA J822 (P) YAR13MJ822
   YARRAWONGA Z559 (P) AP4.270760
DAM: MUNNABAH P2436 MUN15FP2436
   
  
   

1620 MUN21M1620 22/8/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1620 (PS)2929

DNA
VERIFIED



 



44 GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WAVE HILL XTRA (P) 240612
  WAVE HILL DRAKE 283652
   WAVE HILL V92 229648
SIRE: DUNLOP TOMAHAWK P1070 DNL18MP1070
   MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
  DUNLOP G533 DNL11FG533
   

   DRENSMAINE APEX 238 (P) DRE12M238
  HARDIGREEN PARK TUSK L80 (P) HAR15ML80
   HARDIGREEN PARK H109 (P) HAR12FH109
DAM: MUNNABAH 1371 (P) MUN18F1371
   
  MULTIPLE DAM 999998
   

1566 MUN21M1566 18/5/2021 26 Months

CLASSIFIED: to be presented
MUNNABAH QANTAS 1566 (P)3030

DNA
VERIFIED



45GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

DNA
VERIFIED

SIRE

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   WAVE HILL XTRA (P) 240612
  WAVE HILL DRAKE 283652
   WAVE HILL V92 229648
SIRE: DUNLOP TOMAHAWK P1070 DNL18MP1070
   MULTIPLE SIRE 999999
  DUNLOP G533 DNL11FG533
   
  
   
DAM: MUNNABAH 1335
   
  
   

1560 MUN21M1560 16/3/2021 29 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1560 3131



46 GLENALBYN & MUNNABAH 2023
Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   YARRAWONGA VALID 269499
  GLENN OAKS FLEETWOOD F27 (PS) 291608
   GLENN OAKS C63 (P) 291010
SIRE: WAVE HILL MALACHITE M22 (PS) WAV16MM22
   WAVE HILL ARNIE 263395
  WAVE HILL D697 283687
   WAVE HILL X12 (P) 240647

   WACO CEASER H310 (P) WAC12MH310
  YARRAWONGA FIREWORKS L556 YAR15ML556
   YARRAWONGA G581 YAR11FG581
DAM: MUNNABAH P2594 MUN17FP2594
   WARENDA REQUEST 254636
  MUNNABAH 961 MUN12F961
   MUNNABAH P1391 AP4.271401

1594 MUN21M1594 12/9/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
MUNNABAH 1594 (PS)3232

DNA
VERIFIED
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

LP

Munnabah

   YARRAWONGA VALID 269499
  GLENN OAKS FLEETWOOD F27 (PS) 291608
   GLENN OAKS C63 (P) 291010
SIRE: WAVE HILL MALACHITE M22 (PS) WAV16MM22
   WAVE HILL ARNIE 263395
  WAVE HILL D697 283687
   WAVE HILL X12 (P) 240647

   DUNLOP KAISER (PS) 285649
  GLENN OAKS KING PIN K122 (P) GLO14MK122
   GLENN OAKS C14 (P) GLO07FC14
DAM: MUNNABAH 1245 (P) MUN17F1245
   MUNNABAH P1936 (P) 297101
  MUNNABAH 1039 (P) MUN14F1039
   MUNNABAH P2023 MUN11FP2023

1584 MUN21M1584 10/9/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: Commercial
MUNNABAH 1584 (PS)3333

DNA
VERIFIED
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   DENNGAL TONTO T1 (P) 243310
  DENNGAL HUSTLER H33 DEN12MH33
   G.B.L. A29 (AI) (P) 252697
SIRE: DENNGAL MAGIC M26 (P) DEN16MM26
   GYRANDA F140 (PS) 287347
  GYRANDA J511 (P) GYR13FJ511
   GYRANDA C349 (P) 266684

   DUNLOP KAISER (PS) 285649
  GLENN OAKS JETLAG J164 (P) GLO13MJ164
   GLENN OAKS A89 (P) GLO05FA89
DAM: GLENALBYN MINNIE 641 GLN16F641
   GLENN OAKS BENEDICT (ET) 266389
  GLENALBYN 522 (PS) GLN09F522
   GLENALBYN 418 AP2.258056

T913 GLN22MT913 19/3/2022 16 Months

CLASSIFIED: Classification status available on sale day
GLENALBYN TURBO T913 (P)3434



At Ron Stubberfield Toyota, we have been providing our
local community with great cars and quality customer

service for almost 40 years. As a third generation family-
owned and operated dealership in rural Wellington, NSW,
we have fostered strong relationships with our customer

in the  Wellington area and its surrounds.
 
 

 All sales enquires contact: Michael Stubberfield or 
Rachelle Stubberfield M: 0457995297

E:rach@ronstubberfieldtoyota.com.au  
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

 `  DENNGAL HUSTLER H33 DEN12MH33
  DENNGAL MAGIC M26 (P) DEN16MM26
   GYRANDA J511 (P) GYR13FJ511
DAM: GLENALBYN QUAINT Q789 GLN19FQ789
   GLENN OAKS JETLAG J164 (P) GLO13MJ164
  GLENALBYN NADIA 670 GLN17F670
   GLENALBYN 502 GLN09F502

S897 GLN21FS897 26/8/2021 23 Months

CLASSIFIED: S Bar
GLENALBYN SONYA S897 3535
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   DENNGAL TONTO T1 (P) 243310
  DENNGAL HUSTLER H33 DEN12MH33
   G.B.L. A29 (AI) (P) 252697
SIRE: DENNGAL MAGIC M26 (P) DEN16MM26
   GYRANDA F140 (PS) 287347
  GYRANDA J511 (P) GYR13FJ511
   GYRANDA C349 (P) 266684

   WACO CHEVRON H1305 (P) WAC12MH1305
  BURRAMURRA 188 (P) BUR15M188
   BURRAMURRA 31 BUR07F31
DAM: GLENALBYN PERFECTION P758 (P) GLN18FP758
   GLENN OAKS JETLAG J164 (P) GLO13MJ164
  GLENALBYN MINNIE 641 GLN16F641
   GLENALBYN 522 (PS) GLN09F522

S904 GLN21FS904 13/10/2021 22 Months

CLASSIFIED: S
GLENALBYN SOPHISTICATED S904 (P)3636
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

  DUNLOP KAISER (PS) 285649
   GLENN OAKS JETLAG J164 (P) GLO13MJ164
   GLENN OAKS A89 (P) GLO05FA89
DAM: GLENALBYN PLACID 776 (P) GLN19F776
   GLENN OAKS BENEDICT (ET) 266389
  GLENALBYN 545 (P) GLN11F545
   MULTIPLE DAM 999998

T906 GLN22FT906 12/3/2022 17 Months

CLASSIFIED: Classification status available on sale day
GLENALBYN TABITHA T906 (AI) (P)3737
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Purchaser: ............................................................................................................................ $ ............................................................

TATTOO: SB No:  DOB: AGE:

WEIGHT DWG RIB FAT RUMP FAT EMA IMF SCROTUM

   WARENDA CHARLTON (PS) 273887
  WARENDA KILIMANJARO K4 (P) WRN14MK4
   WARENDA E71 (P) 288668
SIRE: GLENN OAKS PALO P1211 (AI) (ET) (PS) GLO19MP1211
   DANGARFIELD SECOND-TO-NONE 283210
  GLENN OAKS HARMONY H36 GLO12FH36
   GLENN OAKS B35 (P) GLO06FB35

   DUNLOP KAISER (PS) 285649
  GLENN OAKS JETLAG J164 (P) GLO13MJ164
   GLENN OAKS A89 (P) GLO05FA89
DAM: GLENALBYN PHOEBE 766 GLN18F766
   GLENN OAKS BENEDICT (ET) 266389
  GLENALBYN 553 GLN11F553
   MULTIPLE DAM 999998

T912 GLN22FT912 19/3/2022 16 Months

CLASSIFIED: Classification status available on sale day
GLENALBYN TOPAZ T912 (AI) (P)3838
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Notes
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LIVESTOCK AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
CHAPTER ONE - PRELIMINARY
1.  (a)   A vendor is bound by these terms and conditions by 

offering livestock for sale by auction.
  (b)   An agent (which includes an auctioneer) is bound 

by these terms and conditions by conducting an 
auction sale.

  (c)   A buyer is bound by these terms and conditions by 
bidding at auction.

  (d)   Competition and Consumer Act (Cth) 2010 
   It is unlawful for parties that are, or otherwise would 

be, in competition with each other to make, or give 
effect to, a contract, arrangement or understanding 
that contains a provision relating to:

  i. price-fixing; or
   ii. restricting outputs in the production and supply 

chain; or
  iii. allocating customers, suppliers or territories; or
  iv. bid-rigging; or
  v. collusive bidding.
  Large fines and other sanctions may be imposed for 

unlawful conduct.
2.   (a)   In these terms the expression auctioneer, agent, 

buyer and vendor respectively includes the 
servants, contractors and agents of each of them. 
The auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor shall be 
wholly responsible for the acts and omissions of 
their respective servants, contractors and agents. 
The term “auctioneer” includes, so far as the law and 
context permits, the vendor’s agent.

  (b)   When used in these terms the expressions “companion 
animals” means all animals originating from the same 
property on a particular day. Where lots are split and 
sent to multiple establishments, then all of these 
animals shall be regarded as companions.

3.   The following applies in interpreting these terms and 
conditions:

  (a)   The following words have the following meanings:
   Fees means all levies, charges, fees, costs and other 

expenses incurred or relating to these terms and 
conditions and the sale and purchase of livestock 
including, without limitation, transaction levies, 
yard and weigh dues, cartage, advertising and 
rebates, and whether paid for, or incurred, by the 
agent; Livestock means animals auctioned pursuant 
to these terms and conditions; and Price means the 
amount at which the lot has been sold to the buyer 
referred to in clause 7 of these terms and conditions

  (i)   plus any Fees and other expenses incurred in 
relation to the purchase of livestock that are 
payable by the buyer; and

  (ii)   plus any GST added in accordance with clause 12.
  b)   These terms and conditions are subject to legislation 

or regulation in the State in which the auction is 
conducted and in the event of any conflict then the 
legislation or regulation will prevail. The provisions of 
these terms and conditions are in addition to, and do 
not derogate from, the duties and rights of vendors, 
agents and buyers set out in legislation and regulation 
in the State in which the auction is conducted.

CHAPTER TWO - STANDARD TERMS OF SALE
4.   Subject to any reserve price, and to the right, prior to the 

fall of the hammer, of the vendor to withdraw any lot without 
declaring the reserve, the highest bidder shall be the buyer.

5.   The auctioneer has the right to bid on behalf of the vendor 
provided that right is notified prior to the commencement 
of the sale and is subject to State law.

6.   A bid cannot be made or accepted after the fall of 
the hammer unless, in accordance with clause 8, the 
auctioneer decides to put the lot up again.

7.   Prior to the fall of the hammer the auctioneer shall 
announce the last bid and receive any further bids. The 
last price called by the auctioneer at the fall of the hammer 
shall be the amount at which the lot has been sold.

8.   In the event of a disputed bid, the auctioneer is the sole 
arbitrator of the successful bidder or the auctioneer may 
decide to put the lot up again. The auctioneer’s decision is final.

9.   The auctioneer may refuse to accept any bid which, in 
the auctioneer’s opinion, is not in the best interest of the 
vendor and need not give reasons for doing so.

10.   A bidder shall be deemed to be a principal unless, prior to 
bidding, the bidder has given to the auctioneer a copy of 
written authority to bid for or on behalf of another person.

11.   The successful bidder at a livestock auction sale must give 
to the auctioneer at the fall of the hammer:

 (a)  the purchaser’s name; or
 (b) the bid card number which identifies the purchaser; or
 (c)   the name of the person on whose behalf the 

successful bid was made; and
 (d)   the Property Identification Code (known as the “PIC”) 

of destination.
12.   The auction shall be conducted on the basis that the bid 

price shall be exclusive of Goods and Services Tax (GST). 
GST shall be added after the fall of the hammer for those 
sales subject to GST.

13.  The vendor warrants;
  (a)   That the vendor has (or will have) the right to sell the 

livestock at the time of delivery; and
  (b)   That the purchaser will obtain title on completion 

of the purchaser’s obligations under this contract 

SALE SUMMARY
Description No. sold Top price Average Sale Gross

Bulls

Heifers
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including payment.
14.   If a buyer does not comply with any of these terms and 

conditions, which includes the requirements of State law, 
any livestock knocked down to that buyer may be re-sold 
by public auction or private contract in whatever lots and 
manner the auctioneer decides. The re-sale may be with or 
without notice and shall be at the buyer’s risk. The buyer is 
responsible for all loss and expense arising out of a re-sale 
and is not entitled to any resulting profit.

15.   The buyer of livestock must pay the agent the full amount 
of the purchase price in immediate funds on receipt of a 
tax invoice. Payment is required prior to delivery unless 
some other time for payment is specified in an agreement 
between the buyer and the auctioneer that was made 
before the fall of the hammer. If, before delivery, payment 
has not been made then clauses 20 to 23 apply.

16.   No person may bid unless, prior to the commencement of 
the sale, that person has made arrangements satisfactory 
to the auctioneer for payment for livestock purchased. 
If bids in breach of this condition are inadvertently 
accepted, delivery shall not be given until the purchase 
money is paid and any law, rule or practice to the contrary 
is accordingly negatived as far as possible.

17.   (a)   Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed 
pre-sale are at the risk and expense of the buyer upon 
the fall of the hammer.

  (b)  Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed 
post-sale are at the risk and expense of the buyer 
immediately after weighing.

  (c)   All livestock other than cattle sold on a liveweight 
basis are at the risk and expense of the buyer upon 
the fall of the hammer.

18.   (a)   Subject to this clause the sale is complete on the fall 
of the hammer.

  (b)   The time for rejection is the time commencing at the 
fall of the hammer and ending at the first of:

  (i)  delivery is taken by a representative of the buyer;
  (ii)   departure of the animal from the purchaser’s 

delivery pen; or
  (iii)   one hour after the last animal is:
 (a)   in the case of pre-sale weighing, sold; or
 (b)   in the case of post-sale weighing, weighed.
  (c)   During the time for rejection the buyer may reject any 

animal which is lame, blind or diseased where that 
condition existed prior to the fall of the hammer but 
could not be reasonably observed when the animal was 
in the selling pen.

  (d)   If the purchaser rejects an animal during the time for 
rejection then the sale of that animal is cancelled and the 
animal is returned to the vendor or sold on such terms as 
any buyer and the agent may agree, after the agent has 
disclosed the reason for rejection to that buyer.

  (e)   This subclause applies only to cattle which are sold in 
Queensland at auction for slaughter. The agent has 
responsibility for the prevention of loss or escape 
(but not death, sickness or injury) of those cattle from 
the time of the fall of the hammer, for delivery to and 
from the scales, to the buyer’s delivery pen and onto 
the buyer’s nominated transport.This responsibility 
ends at the earlier of those cattle boarding the buyer’s 
nominated transport or sunset on the day after the 
sale. This subclause does not apply if the agent makes 
an announcement to that effect prior to sale.

19.   (a)   Subject to the right of rejection in Clause 18, all 
conditions and warranties expressed or implied by 
law are hereby excluded from the sale to the extent 

that the law allows. All lots are open for inspection 
prior to the commencement of the sale and are sold 
with all faults, if any. No compensation shall be given 
for any faults, imperfections, errors of description, 
number in or of any lots sold or otherwise.

  (b)  Any claim or objection arising out of an error or 
misdescription in the provision of relevant information 
in terms of legislation or regulation concerning the 
National Livestock Identification Scheme (NLIS) must 
be made by 5:00pm on the seventh day after the fall 
of the hammer. No objection, requisition or claim 
against the vendor or agent in respect of such error or 
misdescription can be made after that time.

  (c)   Any statements made by the vendor or the auctioneer 
whether in writing or orally to the effect that any 
female has been pregnancy tested or scanned positive 
shall mean and require only that a certificate in writing 
shall be supplied to the buyer signed by a qualified 
veterinary surgeon or certified scanner certifying that 
the said female has been tested or scanned on the date 
specified in the certificate and that in the opinion of 
the surgeon or scanner was pregnant on that date.

  (d)   For slaughter cattle, the agent undertakes to make 
every reasonable effort to ensure that any NLIS cattle 
device number is transferred from the saleyard PIC to 
the purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS database no later 
than midnight on the day of the sale.

  (e)   For other slaughter livestock the agent undertakes 
to make every reasonable effort to ensure that the 
NLIS information is transferred from the saleyard PIC 
to the purchaser’s PIC on the NLIS database no later 
than midnight on the day of the sale.

  (f)  Where livestock have a food safety or market eligibility 
status derived from the National Vendor Declaration 
(NVD) and/or the NLIS/ERP database, the agent 
will inform the buyers by presale catalogue and/or 
announce the status prior to the offering of those lots.

20.   If delivery is made to, or possession obtained by, the buyer 
or its representative before full payment of the Price, then 
until full payment is received, the buyer:

 (a)  does not acquire title to the livestock;
 (b) holds the livestock as bailee only for the vendor;
  (c)  must act in a fiduciary capacity in its relationship 

with the vendor;
  (d)  must store the stock separately or so that they are readily 

distinguishable from other livestock owned by the buyer;
  (e)  is responsible for the safety and well being of the 

livestock;
  (f)   may make a bona fide sale for market value of any 

or all of the livestock. As between the buyer and 
the subsequent buyer, the sale shall be made by the 
buyer in its own name and not as agent for the vendor, 
however as between the vendor and buyer, the sale 
shall be made as bailee and agent for the vendor; and

  (g)   must keep and account for the proceeds of any 
subsequent sale separately from its other money 
and hold those proceeds, together with the benefits 
of any rights against subsequent buyers, on trust for 
the vendor.

21.  The purchaser agrees that:
  (a)   Clause 20 creates a registrable security interest 

under the Personal Property Securities Act (Cth) 2009 
(PPSA);

 (b)   the Purchaser acknowledges the rights of the Seller 
(and/or the Agent if Clause 25 applies) to register a 
financing statement under the PPSA with respect to 
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the security interest created by this clause;
  (c)  the Livestock are collateral for the purposes of the PPSA;
  (d)   to the extent permitted, the Purchaser waives any right 

the Purchaser has under the PPSA to receive notices; and
  (e)   the date upon which the security interest created by 

this clause comes into force is the first date on which 
livestock are delivered pursuant to this contract

22.   The buyer may not make any claim against the vendor for 
actions by the vendor or its agent under clauses 20 or 21 
and indemnifies the vendor and its agent against any loss, 
damage, costs, expenses, penalties, fines or claims suffered 
by the vendor, the agent or any person or entity arising from 
the vendor exercising its rights under clauses 20 or 21.

23.1.   Clause 23 applies whenever the agent pays the vendor 
before being paid by the buyer, which the agent is not 
bound to do. The agent is then the del credere agent of the 
vendor at law.

23.2.   The vendor hereby gives notice to the buyer of the 
assignments referred to in clause 23.3.

23.3.   When this clause applies, in addition to any rights of the 
agent that arise by operation of the law, the parties agree 
that, subject to clause 23.5 the agent is subrogated to 
all rights of the vendor under these terms and conditions 
against the buyer.

23.4.   The vendor acknowledges that the agent may take 
enforcement, repossession or other action to recover any 
livestock for which the buyer has not paid in full, or the 
Price of such livestock, owing by the buyer under these 
terms and conditions:

  (a)  when this clause does not apply, as agent of the 
vendor (including by reselling the livestock); and

  (b)  when this clause applies, on the agent’s own behalf 
exercising the rights of the vendor by subrogation 
or assignment under these terms and conditions 
(whether in the vendor’s name or not) and, where title 
to the livestock has not passed to the agent, by selling 
the livestock as agent of the vendor without the agent 
having to account to the vendor for the proceeds of sale.

23.5.   The agent may at any time, assign, transfer, securitise or 
otherwise dispose of all or any of its rights under these 
terms and conditions and any debts created pursuant to 
it (including, without limitation, the rights assigned to it 
under clause 23.3).

23.6.   The vendor hereby irrevocably appoints the agent as the 
vendor’s attorney to:

  (a)  do at any time and in any manner as the agent 
thinks fit all acts necessary or desirable to perfect 
or improve the rights and interests afforded, or 
intended to be afforded, to the agent under these 
terms and conditions; and

  (b)  appoint one or more sub-attorneys to do anything 
that the agent may do as the vendor’s attorney.

23.7.   These terms and conditions do not render the agent liable 
to the buyer as vendor nor entitle the buyer to set off 
against the agent any right the buyer may have against the 
vendor or otherwise.

23.8.  The buyer acknowledges that the provisions of this clause 
23 are intended solely for the benefit of the agent (and its 
assigns) and the vendor. The liabilities and obligations of 
the buyer will not be in any way affected:

  (a)  by this clause 23, other than as it expressly provides; or
  (b)   by the failure of the agent or the vendor or either of 

them to comply with the terms of this clause 23.
23.9.  The buyer must pay all amounts payable to the vendor or 

the agent under these terms and conditions without any 

deduction, withholding, set off or counterclaim whatsoever, 
whether the benefit of a deduction, withholding, set off or 
counterclaim is alleged to exist in favour of the buyer as 
against the vendor or the agent in any capacity whatsoever 
or any other person including any assignor of the vendor’s 
or the buyer’s interests under these terms and conditions.

24.   (a)   The agent agrees that he is liable to pay to the vendor 
the Price, less such commission as is agreed between 
the vendor and the agent, and in the absence of any 
agreement such amount as is reasonable, and less 
the Fees that are payable by the vendor that were 
incurred by the agent on behalf of the vendor in 
relation to the sale of the livestock.

  (b)   In the event that the buyer pays the Price or part of it 
direct to the vendor then the agent has no liability to 
the vendor for the amount of such payment. Further, if 
the agent pays the vendor any amount which the buyer 
also pays direct to the vendor in respect of the same 
livestock, then the vendor must repay the agent that 
amount and the agent may debit that amount to an 
account held in the name of the vendor by the agent.

  (c)  Regardless of whether or not a sale has occurred the 
agent may, but is not under obligation so to do, instead 
of deducting payments owed to it by the vendor, debit 
the amount of the commission and fees to an account 
held in the name of the vendor by the agent.

25.   (a)   The auctioneer has been retained by the vendor as 
auctioneer for the purpose of selling the livestock 
comprised in the lots. The terms of engagement 
between the auctioneer and the vendor do not extend 
to the provision of advice by the auctioneer to the 
vendor in relation to the safety or otherwise of the sale 
ring, the saleyards and the surrounding environments.

  (b)  The vendor, the agent and the buyer agree to comply 
with their several duties under the Australian 
Animal Welfare Standards and Guidelines for 
the Land Transport of Livestock and further to 
consign, manage, receive, transport and handle 
livestock in accordance with any other or additional 
requirements of animal welfare legislation specific 
to the jurisdiction in which livestock are consigned, 
managed, received, transported and handled in the 
course of the auction process.

CHAPTER THREE – VENDOR WARRANTY FOR CORRECT 
PRESENTATION AND DECLARATION
26.   This chapter applies only in the case of livestock and their 

companion animals sold at auction for slaughter when the 
buyer is the slaughterer and the livestock are transported 
direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which they are 
slaughtered. This chapter does not apply if the buyer is a trader 
who subsequently resells the livestock to a slaughterer. A 
slaughterer is any person who pays the AMPC Processor levy.

27.   The warranty of a vendor is that livestock and their 
companion animals offered for sale at auction:

 (a)   pass government and other regulatory authority 
requirements and inspections at the time of 
slaughter;.

 (b)   are of merchantable quality;
 (c)   carry an NLIS device in accordance with State law;
 (d)  in the case where a representation has been made 

in the pre-sale catalogue that the livestock have 
particular characteristics or are fit for a particular 
purpose or market, and such representations are 
based on information in any document, the livestock 
will have those characteristics or will be fit for the 
particular purpose or market; and (e) all information 
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in any document provided by the vendor is true, 
complete and correct in all material respects.

28.  In the event of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s warranty 
and provided such breach is notified by the buyer to the agent 
by 5:00pm on the 7th day after the fall of the hammer then the 
buyer is not liable to pay the portion of the Price of such of the 
vendor’s livestock to which the breach applies.

29.  However if the breach by the vendor is such that the 
livestock are not rejected outright but are instead 
downgraded then the buyer will pay the value of the 
livestock at their next highest and best use.

30.   In the case of a breach by the vendor of the vendor’s 
warranty then the vendor will also be liable to the buyer for 
any further losses which the buyer might establish but the 
buyer will take all reasonable steps in co-operation with 
the agent and vendor to mitigate both the effect of the 
breach and the amount of any loss.

31.   Where a sentinel animal of a lot tests positive for chemical 
residue, or foreign material contamination and provided 
such test is certified and notified as required by these 
vendor warranty terms, then:

 (a)   the buyer will be entitled to delay payment for the 
price of all livestock in that lot only; or

 (b)   the vendor has the option, at the vendor’s cost, 
of collecting the companion animals, if allowed 
by law; or of having the livestock slaughtered in 
which event the risk of further condemnations will 
be that of the vendor. Where product integrity is 
potentially jeopardised, the Processor has the right 
to refuse slaughter and send the livestock back to the 
consigning property at the vendor’s cost.

32.   The auctioneer is liable to the buyer in respect of any 
breach of the vendor’s warranty arising out of:

 (a)  any error, by the auctioneer, of transcription of 
information from the NVD completed by the vendor to the 
pre-sale catalogue or the buyers post-sale summary;

 (b)  any failure by the auctioneer to notify the buyer, 
prior to bidding, of any breach by the vendor of the 
warranty of the vendor if the buyer establishes that 
the agent knew of such breach prior to the sale; and

 (c)  any failure by the auctioneer to announce prior 
to bidding, or disclose in the pre-sale catalogue, 
that the vendor has failed to provide a NVD that is 
complete in all material aspects.

CHAPTER FOUR - OWNERS RISK FOR CONDITION OF CATTLE
33.  This chapter applies only in the case of cattle and their 

companion animals sold at auction for slaughter when 
the buyer is the slaughterer and the cattle are transported 
direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which they 
are slaughtered. This chapter does not apply if the buyer is 
a trader who subsequently resells cattle to a slaughterer. A 
slaughterer is any person who pays the AMPC Processor levy.

34.   Owners risk reflects the producer’s responsibility to provide 
slaughter cattle for sale that are fit for human consumption. 
Cattle are fit for human consumption if they are not 
condemned as unfit by government. Owners risk applies 
if the condemnation is due to a condition in the animal 
which the buyer establishes, by the relevant government 
certificate, existed prior to the fall of the hammer.

35.  A buyer with the benefit of owners risk protection is not 
liable to pay the Price of that animal to the vendor. The 
buyer remains nevertheless liable for all costs incurred 
after the fall of the hammer in transport, slaughter, testing 
and disposal of the animal.

36.   Owners risk protection is available to the buyer of cattle to 
which this chapter applies if all of the following are satisfied:

 (a)   a certificate is issued by government which states 
the relevant NLIS RFID tag number and PIC, the date 
of the certificate, the reason for condemnation and 
that the reason for condemnation existed prior to the 
fall of the hammer;

 (b)  the certificate is received by the selling agent 
either in its original form or by fax or electronic 
communication in the form of data, text or imaging 
by 5:00pm on the 7th day after the fall of the hammer; 
and (c) if the condemnation is due to chemical residue 
the certificate follows testing in a government 
approved laboratory which establishes maximum 
residue limits in excess of the Australian limit.

37.   Owners risk does not apply, and the buyer must pay for the 
cattle, if the reason for condemnation is any of bruising, 
fever, partial condemnation or emaciation.

CHAPTER FIVE - NOTICES REQUIRED BY LEGISLATION
NSW Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 Warnings
  Penalties for collusive practices. It is an offence against 

the Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 for a 
person to do any of the following as a result of a collusive 
practice, or to induce or attempt to induce another person 
by a collusive practice to do any of the following:

 (i)  to abstain from bidding; or
 (ii) to bid to a limited extent only; or
 (iii)  to do any other act that might prevent free and open 

competition.
Severe penalties may be imposed on persons convicted of 
collusive practices.
The auctioneer has the right to make one bid on behalf of the 
vendor if the auctioneer clearly and precisely announces that 
fact prior to the sale.
Tasmania Legislation. An auctioneer conducting a public 
auction must not appear to acknowledge the making of a bid 
if no bid was made. A person must not participate in collusive 
practices by way of making or receiving an unlawful promise to 
abstain from bidding, not to bid except to a limited extent or do 
any other thing which may prevent free and open competition.
WA Auction Sales Act 1973 s31 NOTICE.
It is an offence to:
(i)  induce or attempt to induce another person to abstain 

from bidding by means of a promise, expressed or implied, 
that the other person will have the right to elect to take 
over as buyer or to toss or draw lots to establish who is to 
become the owner;

(ii)   abstain or agree to abstain from bidding as a result of such 
a promise;

(iii)   knowingly enter or permit or cause to be entered in the 
auctioneer’s record any name other than that of the actual 
successful bidder;

(iv)   enter in the auctioneer’s record the name of the buyer 
other than that of the actual successful bidder; or

(v)   in the case of successful bidder supply wrong information as 
to the name of the buyer to the auctioneer or to any person, 
firm or corporation on whose behalf the sale is conducted.

The vendor, or any person on behalf of the vendor, or the 
auctioneer have the right to make no more than three bids.
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BUYER’S INSTRUCTION SLIP
To be handed in to the settling office immediately after the sale (by all purchasers).

PURCHASER DETAILS
Purchaser Name: ...............................................................................................................................................

Trading Name:  ....................................................................................................................................................

Address: .. .............................................................................................................................................................

Phone: B/H ...................................................................... Mobile: .....................................................................

Email:  .....................................................................................................................................................................

Property Identification Code (PIC): .............................................................................................................

DELIVERY DETAILS
Lots Purchased: .................................................................................................................................................

Insure for: (period) .................................................................................... Amount : $ ..................................

Transport Arrangements:  ..............................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................................................

ACCOUNT DETAILS
Purchaser’s Signature:  ...................................................................................................................................

if you elect to settle through an agent who has nominated you, the agent must sign below. 

this applies to all agents.

Agent: ....................................................................................................................................................................

Signature: .................................................................................................... Date:  ............................................

STUD REGISTRATIONS
Do you wish to have the santa gertrudis breeders (australia) association registration/s transferred into your name?

Please tick the box if yes, provide your stud number

and state the lots to be transferred below.

r Yes – Stud number: ............................................................................  r No

Lots for Transfer of Registration: ................................................................................................................

Buyer No ...............................................................................................................................................................

BUYER NO.
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Thank you for supporting and attending  Thank you for supporting and attending  
our second annual Glenalbyn - Munnabah Sale. our second annual Glenalbyn - Munnabah Sale. 

We hope to see you again in 2024. We hope to see you again in 2024. 



studsales@auctionsplus.com.au

Contact our stud team

@auctionsplus auctionsplus.com.au(02) 9262 4222

Bringing the national audience 
to your stud sale.

Over 220,000 unique
users every month

Audio and video
streaming available

Tailored packages to
achieve your objectives
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Howard & Kate Courts 
0427 747 517

Tom & Anna Dunlop
0408 264 302

LP

Santa Gertrudis
Stud No: 1437

Munnabah

Glenalbyn Schooner - Reserve Senior Champion Bull

Glenalbyn Tiktok - Junior Champion Female

Sydney Royal Show 2023Sydney Royal Show 2023


